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Overview
Pixout ArtNet recorder (hereinafter Controller) can grab ArtNet sequence from any
software/hardware, save it internally and playback as needed. You can access Controller web
control panel from a mobile device or web browser to adjust settings.
Our company vision is: simple and user-friendly remote control interface adopted for both novice
and tech savvy users, small size and cost effective device for outdoor usage with good performance
resource.

Pic1. Controller

The recorder was tested on following software:
•

Madrix

•

Jinx!

•

grandMA2

•

Glediator

•

MagicQ

Technical characteristics
We are using popular and well-known single-board computer (such as Raspberry Pi) as the
hardware platform for our software.
Hardware:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ARM11 CPU
512/1024MB RAM
4/8/16GB SD
Ethernet and WiFi networks
DC/DC 12-24V
Based on embbeded linux
Operating temperature range -40°C to 85°C

Pic2. The Controller under the hood
Case:
Sealed enclosure provides protection against dust and moisture according IP65 standards. It
includes the flanges for mounting on a place of installation (eg. wall). Overall dimensions are:
length 160mm, width 80mm, height 55mm.
Connectors:
• Circular Connector, 12V DC
• RJ45 connector, IP68
Pic3. Circular connector
All connectors are made from durable PA66 plastics. They are waterproof and dust-protected
according IP68 standards.

Pic4. IP65 enclosure
Network address:
Static Ethernet connection:
IP: 2.0.0.230
MASK: 255.0.0.0
Wireless connection:
IP: DHCP, ZeroConfig: http://pixoutserver.local

How to start
1. Connect Ethernet cable between PC and Controller
2. Connect PSU ( use correct polarity (Pic3) )
3. Power up Controller
4. Setup static IP on your PC. Your static IP should be 2.0.0.*
(* - any except 230) mask 255.0.0.0, gateway 0.0.0.0
5. Connect to http://2.0.0.230/px-admin/#/network
6. Specify your Wireless router connection data (SSID/PSK) in Admin panel
http://2.0.0.230/px-admin/#/network
7. When device is successfully connected to your WiFi network, you have to access it by
ZeroConfig URL name pixoutserver.local
8. Use http://pixoutserver.local URL for User Panel and
http://pixoutserver.local/px-admin for Admin Panel

Notes:
If you are using Microsoft Windows you need to setup Bonjour drivers first to support URL like
http://pixoutserver.local in your browser.
You can download Bonjour for Windows here:
http://pixoutserver.com/downloads/index.html

Attention!
Static IP intended for data recording/replaying from/on ART-NET nodes and initial configuration so
please do not use it for regular device remote control. Instead, please use http://pixoutserver.local
for device remote control.

Control panels
Controller has the following panels for adjusting it’s settings and playback:
1. User panel for non technical settings
http://pixoutserver.local
2. Admin panel for configuration
http://2.0.0.230/px-admin or
http://pixoutserver.local/px-admin

User panel
You can access Controller user panel from a mobile device or web browser to adjust settings. For
mobile iOS devices we have PixoutRemote application in Apple store.

Pic5. User interface panel

User panel allows to control:
•

Brightness level

•

Speed level

•

Black out

•

Play/Stop cue list

Admin panel
Cuelists
How to create cue list and record cue step by step manual
Basically the Pixout ArtNet recorder is easy to use.


You need to send ArtNet data from your software/hardware to Controller by
broadcast/unicast address (2.255.255.255 / 2.0.0.230 accordingly ) udp port 6454

Pic5a. Create new cue list


Use above URL to get on Admin page and find Cuelists page, press New button

Pic6. New cue list 'Sandbox' added


Specify a cue list name and press Submit button, You are successfully created empty cue list
'Sandbox', now you need to populate it

Pic7. Prepare new cue for recording
Fields meaning:
1. Duration – deprecated. Cue playback duration
2. FPS – specify ArtNet flow frames per second ( you can change it afterwards )
3. Name – cue name



Press Cues button on the cue list and inside new opened dialogue you can record ArtNet
sequences by pressing button Record ( you need to specify cue name, and press button Rec
and Stop accordingly )

Pic 8. Controller is waiting for ArtNet data from network


After ArtNet sequences reaches Pixout ArtNet recorder you will see message "Recording in
progress". It shows "Waiting" message before so

Pic9. Recording ArtNet data

Pic10. ArtNet data recorded


After you will stop ArtNet sequences recording by Stop button, new recorded cue should be
approved or discarded by pressing appropriate buttons Add/Cancel (they will appear under
the Record button).

Limitation:
Total amount of cues and cue lists limited only by SD flash size ( default is 8Gb which can be
increased on demand ). At the moment we have limitation per one recorded cue. Maximal recorded
length for one cue for 64 universe (30fps) is 15min.
If you need to record very long cue more than 15min, please split that into two or more peace’s.

Cue output filtering
You can filter recorded cue output by universe and specify IP for each universe or broadcast.

Pic11. Filtering
If you need to filter universes to different IP(s) please following syntax below
Universe:IP:UDPPort
Where:
1. Universe – Allowed characters [0123456789*]. Universe starting from 0 ( e.g in case of 64
universe first universe will be 0 and last 63 ). Wildcard character means all universes.
2. IP – Any allowed IP addresses
3. UDPPort – ArtNet UDP port (usual 6454)
Examples:
1. *:2.0.0.100:6454 - Send all universes to the IP 2.0.0.6454 UDP port 6454
2. 0:2.0.0.100:6454 - Send 1 universe to own IP
3. 1:2.0.0.101:6454 - Send 2 universe to own IP
4. 2:2.0.0.102:6454 - Send 3 universe to own IP
5. 3:2.0.0.103:6454 - Send 4 universe to own IP
Note:
In case if filtering box empty the recorder will broadcast universes to 2.255.255.255 address.

Pic12. Filtering universes by specific IPs

Cue list import/export
Save or restore all your cues into external device with Import/Export buttons help ( they located on
the bottom of Cuelists ).

Pic13. Import or export cues

Status panel
On the bottom of the screen you can find the status panel. This panel allows to change Intensity and
Acceleration for current playing cue list.
You can stop/play current selected cue list by following buttons:
Stop
Play
Green icon indicates there is no errors, red icons are showing that recorder stopped/no
connection/error

Pic14. Status panel

Renders
The Controller is highly modular system with possibility to adopt for any business needs. Render
module used to broadcast/unicast recorded ArtNet flow to the Ethernet.
We can provide additional renders for your needs. For example we could output ArtNet flow to
DMX or even WS2811 LEDs directly.

Pic13. Renders list

Network
Wireless connection is very important for the Controller. You can control Controller using Wireless
connection even if it broadcasting huge ArtNet data.
Wireless connection used in following cases:
1. Remote control ( From iOS app or web browser )
2. Sends log information to the Pixout company server ( In case of any errors our support can
find the root cause based on provided logs )
3. Automatic updates ( Each time Controller is turned on it will be updated with the last
software version directly from our server )

Pic14. Wireless setup

Ethernet static IP configuration.
You can configure IP parameters of Ethernet port manually. Enter a new IP address of the
controller in dotted-decimal notation.
Subnet Mask - An address code that define the size of the network.
Broadcast address - Address for data broadcasting for all computers in network.
This address should be specified accordingly to subnet mask ( e.g for 2.0.0.0 / 255.0.0.0 it
is 2.255.255.255 )

Pic14a. Ethernet Static IP setup

Warning! If you want to change static IP please to be sure then you have configured Wireless
connection. Because in case of any error you will still can get access till controller admin panel
using Wireless connection. After you change the Ethernet port address, you must use new IP address
to login to the controller user/admin panel.

System tools
System tools used to figure out what's happens inside system and restoring to factory settings if
needed. You can press 'Show' button inside System Log tab to get detailed log information from the
Controller.

Pic15. Show log information
If system has become unstable or file system was damaged you can make full system restore. It will
return Controller to the factory settings and restore damaged file system. Please be patient it could
take 5 minutes or more.

Pic16. Restore to factory settings

Packages
Due to modular nature of the Controller software all system components located in packages.
Packages can be upgraded automatically from our server on system startup or manually. Every
package has own version and name. You can check which version of package do you have if
needed.

Pic17. Packages list

Triggering
Scheduler:

You can to schedule start/stop time for every cuelist. This feature does not allow to specify date so
scheduler works repeatedly every day. So for example if you specify 17:45 start time for cuelist it
will start at this time every day.

Planning to rework soon.

Recording:
Cue recording start/stop triggered from outside by Artnet DMX package

1. Set General -> Universe to value in range 0 - 32767
This specifies universe of a packet that controller will interpret as a trigger.
2. Set Recording -> Control -> Channel to value in range 1 - 512
This specifies channel in a packet that controller will inspect to start or stop recording.
3. Set Recording -> Control -> Threshold to value in range 1 - 255
This specifies value that controls whether recording is to be started or stopped. If controller receives
packet with channel value equal to or greater than this setting, it starts recording; if less - it stops
recording.

When both sections show ON icon, the controller is configured to start/stop recording using ArtNet
DMX trigger. For controller to listen for trigger, recording must be started via Record button in one
of cuelists' menu.

Playback:
Cue Playback start/stop/intensity triggered from outside by Artnet DMX package

1. Set General -> Universe to value in range 0 - 32767
This specifies universe of a packet that controller will interpret as a trigger.
2. Set Playback -> Action-> Channel to value in range 1 - 512
This specifies channel in a packet that controller will inspect to perform a certain playback
action. To perform an action, channel value in a packet must be set as follows:
play:1, stop:2, intensity:3.
3. Set Playback -> Play/Stop/Intensity -> Channel to value in range 1 - 512.
This specifies channel in a packet that controller will inspect to use as a parameter to an
action specified in action channel. For example, given action step is 1, to play cuelist 2,
value of play's channel in a packet must be set to 2.
4. Set Playback -> Action -> Step to value in range 1 - 255. This specifies play/stop action's
step. If step is 1, channel's value will correspond to cuelist number. However, if step is 2,
values 0 and 1 will correspond to cuelist 0, and values 2 and 3 - to cuelist 1.

When corresponding sections show ON icon, the controller is configured to perform playback
actions using ArtNet DMX trigger. For controller to listen for trigger, recording must be not be in
progress.

Step by step example: how to record new cue from Madrix
•
•
•
•

You need to connect Controller and PC to internet switch, initially Madrix should not be
started
PC should be set up to 2.0.0.99 static IP.
In your Internet browser type 2.0.0.230/px-admin address,
Find Cuelists page, press New button

You should see next screen:

Pic18. Create cue list
•
•

•
•
•

Specify a cue list name and press Submit button, You are successfully created empty cue list,
it’s time to populate it
Press Cues button on the cue list. New dialogue should pop up where you can record ArtNet
sequences by pressing Record button ( you need to specify cue name, and press button Rec
and Stop accordingly )
Start the Madrix and select latest project file.
Go to preferences->Device Manager → Artnet and double click on Artnet device, now you
are in Artnet device configuration.
Tick on “Sdirect IP mode” and set 2.0.0.230 address

Pic19. Madrix setup
•
•

•
•
•

Press apply and go back to the Madrix home screen
Now you are ready to record. Please keep in mind that without the dongle Madrix is
working for around 40 sec and goes blackout for around 20 sec. You need to be ready with
recording during that 40 sec. You also can save the project under different name (for
example :setup_for_recording).
If ArtNet sequences reach the Controller you will see message "Recording in progress"
otherwise your will see "Waiting" message.
Press Stop button to stop ArtNet sequences recording. Approve or discard new recorded cue
by pressing appropriate buttons Add/Cancel (they will appear under the Record button).
Press show output button after cue is recorded. See the next screenshots for details:

Pic20. Filtering setup
After you done with recording, you should stop the Madrix and go back to 2.0.0.230/px-admin in
internet browser. Now you can select the cue to play. After pressing Play button you should see the
selected animation on pixels

